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Welcome to the Tim Sykes Trading Challenge! 

Please use this as a study guide index when going through the courses.

You can use this syllabus as your guide for what courses you should do 
first and then proceed in the order below.

There is a checklist you can follow to keep track of all the courses you have completed 
here. 

Start with the Student Orientation and 30-Day Bootcamp.

With the 30-Day Bootcamp, complete all the assignments in the Materials tab on each 
day’s lesson.

While doing or after the 30-Day Bootcamp, you will want to continue building your 
foundation by completing all the courses in the PRELIMINARY section, then move to the 
ESSENTIALS.

Once done with both of these, you can add more valuable information by completing the 
ADDITION section. 

If you are also part of Tim Bohen’s and Rob Booker’s Courses, you will want to include the 
Prerequisites course and 9:22 AM Welcome.

Make sure to be tuning in and look for all the live alerts, webinars, chats, and daily lessons 
during the challenge while completing these courses. 

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/challenge-course-checklist/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/challenge-course-checklist/
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STUDENT ORIENTATION:
In this 13-part, 8.5 hour orientation package, you will learn:
– How students like Tim Grittani, Steven Dux, and Mark Croock made over ONE MILLION  
   DOLLARS trading penny stocks
– Terms and Examples that you need to start your own trading journey
– Tim’s Scoring System for determining the right trade
– Tim’s 7-step framework for success

And so much more! Get started. And watch it more than once!

TIM SYKES 30-DAY BOOTCAMP:
Each day of the 30-Day program, you’ll be given specific tasks that you’ll need to 
complete.

The workbook will be your companion to the daily video training I’ll send you.

You’ll find assignments and homework in your materials corresponding to EACH day of 
the Challenge.

Topics covered in the courses:

• Day 1: Stock Market 101
• Day 2: Why Penny Stocks?
• Day 3: Penny Stock Success Stories
• Day 4: Penny Stock Terms – Part 1
• Day 5: Penny Stock Terms – Part 2
• Day 6: Level 2 – Key for OTC
• Day 7: What moves penny stocks?
• Day 8: How to find hot penny stocks?
• Day 9: My Indicators
• Day 10: Risk Management 101
• Day 11: #1 Rule – Cutting Losses Quickly
• Day 12: Paper Trading
• Day 13: Penny Stock Patterns – Supernova
• Day 14: Penny Stock Patterns – First Green Day
• Day 15: Penny Stock Patterns – Multi-day Breakout
• Day 16: Penny Stock Patterns – Panic Dip Buy
• Day 17: Short Selling Intro
• Day 18: Penny Stock Patterns – First Red Day
• Day 19: Penny Stock Patterns – Short Promotions
• Day 20: Power of Short Squeezes
• Day 21: Sector Momo 1
• Day 22: Sector Momo 2

Student Orientation:
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/30-day-bootcamp/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-1-stock-market-101/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-2-why-penny-stocks/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-3-penny-stock-success-stories/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-4-penny-stock-terms-part-1/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-5-penny-stock-terms-part-2/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-6-level-2-key-for-otc/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-7-what-moves-penny-stocks/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-8-how-to-find-hot-penny-stocks/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-9-my-indicators/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-10-risk-management-101/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-11-1-rule-cutting-losses-quickly/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-12-paper-trading/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-13-penny-stock-patterns-supernova/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-14-penny-stock-patterns-first-green-day/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-15-penny-stock-patterns-multi-day-breakout/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-16-penny-stock-patterns-panic-dip-buy/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-17-short-selling-intro/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-18-penny-stock-patterns-first-red-day/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-19-penny-stock-patterns-short-promotions/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-20-power-of-short-squeezes/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-21-sector-momo-1/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-22-sector-momo-2/
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• Day 23: Find a strategy to fit your schedule
• Day 24: SEC filings
• Day 25: Overtrading
• Day 26: Make a watchlist
• Day 27: 4/21 Plays
• Day 28: 4/28 Plays
• Day 29: Buy the rumor, sell the news with UAVS
• Day 30: What’s Next?

PREREQUISITES (TIM BOHEN COURSE ONLY):
The Prerequisite lessons are an important step in understanding the basis of trading and 
the terminology used throughout the StocksToTrade Pro Program.

To take advantage of StocksToTrade Pro, please complete all the lessons in this course 
before moving forward to watching the live webinars and follow-up courses.

9:22 AM WELCOME (ROB BOOKER COURSE ONLY):
Here Rob Booker will review his 9:22 AM basics and prepare you to tune into his first live 
session. 

  
PRELIMINARY COURSES:

HOW TO MAKE MILLIONS:
This is the single most comprehensive guide ever created outlining EXACTLY how to turn 
a few thousand dollars into several million dollars within a few years. 

While it sounds like an impossible feat, Timothy Sykes & several of his top students and 
colleagues have done just that, and now for the first time, they share all their secrets, 
best & worst trades, and time-tested rules learned along the way during their incredible 
journeys.

 This course is a whopping 35 hours as it starts with the basics of the stock market and 
stock trading and teaches techniques real self-made multi-millionaires have used to 
become wealthy.

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-23-find-a-strategy-to-fit-your-schedule/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-24-sec-filings/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-25-over-trading/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-26-make-a-watchlist/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-27-4-21-plays/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-28-4-28-plays/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-29-buy-the-rumor-sell-the-news-with-uavs/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/bootcamp-day-30-whats-next/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/prerequisites/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/welcome-to-922-am-club/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/how-to-make-millions-dvd-2/
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TRADER CHECKLIST:
1) How to build a watch list to get the advantage 
2) Learn the most reliable catalysts 
3) Understand how to know a good short-selling setup 
4) Learn to grow your account consistently 
5) Trade analysis 

SHORT STOCKING:
After studying the Shortstocking Course, the student should be able to:  
 

1) Define Short selling and associated terms (short squeezes, margin interest, etc.) 
2) Identify which types of stocks are potentially good shorting     
     candidates                          
3) Recognize basic intraday patterns (morning spikes, panics, fades, etc.)  
4) Identify ideal times to short 
5) Recognize ideal chart setups/patterns to short sell  

Topics covered in the courses:

• Understanding How ShortSelling Works
• Important Terms To Understand
• Smallcaps vs. Largecaps
• Holding Periods
• Shortselling Disadvantages
• Shortselling Advantages
• Psychology Of A Shortseller
• Characteristics Of Stocks To Short
• Ideal Time Of Day Too Short
• Intro To Intraday Price Action
• Common Seasons For Bull/Bear Markets
• Technical Analysis - Time Frames
• Advanced Discussion: When To Short
• Chart Patterns: Shorting Surges & Purges
• Chart Patterns: Shorting Intraday Spikes
• Chart Patterns: Shorting Tops
• Chart Patterns: Shorting Downtrends
• Chart Patterns: Shorting Bad News
• Chart Patterns: Shorting Technical Breakdowns
• Chart Examples: Shorting Death Spirals
• When To Avoid Shorting
• Chart Examples: Stocks To Avoid Shorting

* Note: This Course applies to shortselling stocks in general (not limited to penny stocks)

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/trader-checklist-part-deux/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/short-stocking/
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PENNY STOCKING FRAMEWORK:
After studying the Pennystocking Course, students should be able to :

1) Explain the definition of stocks and define key stock market/trading  terms
2) Identify critical characteristics of penny stocks
3) Identify/Explain catalysts that move stocks (fundamental & technical)
4) Recognize clean/ideal chart patterns
5) Explain Tim’s short-selling strategy 
6) Identify the Most Important Trading Rules

Topics covered in the courses:

• Introduction To Penny Stocks
• What Are Stocks (Basics)
• Key Stock Market Terms
• Stock Market Participants/Players
• Why Trade Penny Stocks?
• Basic Rules/Approach To Trading Penny Stocks
• Clean Chart Patterns
• Messy/Choppy Chart Patterns
• Chart Patterns: “Supernovas”
• Chart Patterns: “Stair Stepper”
• Chart Patterns: “The Snore”
• Chart Patterns: “The Crow”
• Important Penny Stock Concepts
• Learning From Tim’s Experiences (1999-2006)
• Tim’s Key Trading Lessons

SUPERNOVA BOOTCAMP:
This is a boot camp that focuses on the SuperNova strategy and helps you build the 
foundation to start using the SuperNova service. 

WEEKEND TRADER MASTERCLASS:
You can expect 2-3 weekend trades a month. When I find an opportunity that fits my 
criteria and that I believe has a good chance of exploding on Monday, I’ll send you an alert 
with the name, ticker symbol and the exact instructions on how to trade this weekend 
opportunity.

• Exclusive 5-Part Video Series: The Weekend Trader Masterclass
• Gap Trade Alerts
• Full Year of Access to Priority News Email Alerts

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/penny-stocking-framework/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/supernova-bootcamp/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/weekend-trader-masterclass/
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TIM BOHEN TRAINING (TIM BOHEN COURSE ONLY):
In this course, Tim goes through all the fundamental introductions and trading 
foundations needed for utilizing his service and live sessions in the Challenge.

HOW WE TRADE (ROB BOOKER COURSE ONLY):
This is a course that goes over the follow topics:

• How we find a stock and choose an entry
• How We create a watchlist
• Our Trading Patterns
• Halts
• What we look for (again) in a low float stock
• What is a Bounce Trade?
• What a Terrible Looking Stock Looks Like (drifting lower)
• What a Terrible Looking Stock Looks Like, Pt 2
• How to “Punt” on a Trade
• A Trade From Start to Finish
• Another trade from Start to Finish
• There Is More Than 1 Path Up Mt. Fuji
• Trade Sizing
• How to Find More Stocks to Trade
• Dip and Rips, Part 1
• Anxiety in Trading (Slides are Here)
• Why a stock can move up on bad news
• If you are not having the success you want …
• How to “get back in” in the later morning
• Dealing with trading struggles
• Float Squeezes
• Using fibs for profit targets
• I keep getting faked out!
• The importance of being willing to NOT trade
• Can ______ Stock Come Back?
• Short lesson on shorting stocks on TradeZero
• Small Right Decisions
• How to Sell Puts
• Big Q&A: Fibs, bollinger bands, trailing stops and more
• Our Trading Patterns
• Why can a stock move up on bad news?
• Help! I don’t know how to open a trade fast enough!
• Help! I bought at the highs!

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/steady-trade-training/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/how-we-trade/
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• Why I love shorting stocks, how I do it
• I lost money on a stock everyone else made money on. Why?
• Big Q&A about all kinds of good stuff
• I want Rob to send me a specific trade
• Four Stocks, All the Possible Entries with Our System
• More Instruction on Drawing Fib Levels
• I AM STILL NOT GETTING IT! WHAT SHOULD I DO?
• VLON: How to Find a Hot Stock and Trade it with our system
• Where to set a stop loss below the VWAP
• Get your shit together, man or woman!
• How to Plan a Trade Starting in the PreMarket Session
• HOW TO BUY STOCKS
• HOW TO SHORT A STOCK
• Taking Your Losses and Trading the Pattern
• Stop Limit and Limit Orders
• Losing Confidence? Do this. 

ESSENTIAL COURSES:

VIP TRAINING (TIM BOHEN COURSE ONLY):
This is a deeper dive into Tim Bohens strategies and lessons for trading and using the dip 
and rip pattern. 

10K IN 10 WEEKS (ROB BOOKER COURSE ONLY):
A 35 min video that goes over ways you can make 10 K in 10 weeks and lays out strategy 
and more. 

TIMDICATORS:
TIMdicators is a 15 1/2-hour DVD of the 6th Annual PennyStocking conference from 
October 2013. 
Several multi-millionaire traders passed down their time-tested trading lessons to aspiring 
traders.

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/steadytrade-team-vip/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/10k-in-10-weeks/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/timdicators/
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TRADER CHECKLIST PART 2:
Trader Checklist Part Deux, with all proceeds going to charity, takes the initial Trader 
Checklist Guide to the next level with six additional hours of educational lessons focused 
on these topics: 

• How To Build A Proper Watchlist 

• What Catalysts Are Most Reliable 

• How To Plan Short Selling Trades 

• How To Grow An Account Exponentially Over Time 

• Live Trades

PENNY STOCK FRAMEWORK PART DEUX:
PennyStocking Framework Part Deux is a 12-hour guide.

 Updating the initial 7-Step PennyStocking Framework, Tim Sykes unveiled a few years 
ago, which remains influential on most penny stock promotions. 

This guide will also update the 7-step framework, provide a history of the framework, 
and review the basics of buying and shorting these stocks with live trades using the 
7-step framework. Most importantly, this guide will include a review of recent successes 
and failures in terms of recent stock trades and recent students too for a comprehensive 
education on the penny stock market.

SPIKEABILITY:
A 6-hour guide on identifying and profiting from the hottest stocks that spike 100-500% 
within a few days, weeks, and months. 

For the first time, Timothy Sykes reveals his time-tested formula for finding the stock 
market’s biggest winners, which has helped him become a multi-millionaire. 

Using dozens of past examples, Timothy outlines his “Spikeability” formula and shares 
his 15-point criteria for finding the best stocks in the entire stock market, which he 
previously referred to as Supernovas.

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/trader-checklist-part-2/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/penny-stock-framework-part-deux/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/spikeability/
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TRADING TICKERS 1:
Trading Tickers: the Long and Short of It” has one purpose, to make you a better trader. 
Whether you’re entirely new to the market or a veteran trader, there’s something in this 
DVD for everyone. While the first four chapters lay the groundwork for everything that 
goes into my preparation before I even make a trade, the last eight chapters dive into 
my daily strategies. Each chapter teaches a different setup that I play, including a grand 
total of 35 live trade examples! Experience my strategy as if you were sitting next to me, 
watching me trade, listening to my thoughts. You will see my entries, exits, successes, and 
failures. But, most importantly, you will see WHY I make my trading decisions.

TRADING TICKERS 2:
In this follow-up to Tim Grittani’s best-selling course, Tim updates all the strategies he 
taught in the original Trading Tickers. He also introduces viewers to new strategies he’s 
developed over the past few years that have proven to be quite successful.

TIM FUNDAMENTALS PART DEUX 
TIMfundamentals Part Deux (TF2) is a multi-disc DVD package that teaches viewers how 
to build a stock watch lists, which websites to use and which to ignore, what research 
matters most:
 
-Identify/Research pumps using key websites/tools-
-Build nightly watch lists-
-Identify hot sector/news plays for potential breakout plays-
-Identify “sympathy” plays for potential shorts-

SUPERNOVA TRADE STRATEGY:
Supernova Alerts - 3 to 5 supernova alerts each month essentially utlizing 20 years of my 
experience

Supernova & Shortselling Bootcamp - in depth training on how to find and trade the best 
supernova and shortselling opportunities (special 2 hour webinar)
 
Weekly Video Lesson and Market Update - So that you can take advantage of some of the 
biggest plays that the market offers each and every week

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/trading-tickers-1/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/trading-tickers-2/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/penny-stock-framework-part-deux/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/weekend-windfall-trade-strategy/
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ADDITIONAL COURSES:

SUPERNOVA LESSONS:
This course goes through the lessons and strategy of finding and trading SuperNova 
opportunities.

SMALL ACCOUNT SECRETES:
This course has 54 lessons that take you from the ground up on how to build a small 
account as a trader. 

LEARN LEVEL 2:
After studying the Learn Level 2 DVD, students should be able to :

1) Define all key terms associated with Level 2 
2) Identify the “Wall of Buyers/Sellers” on Level 2
3) Utilize Level 2 as a guide when placing trades

Topics covered in the courses:

• Important Level 2 Terms
• Level 2 Basics
• Level 2 Afterhours
• Live Level 2 Discussion of Multiple Stocks “In Play” (2010)
• “Wall of Sellers” Discussion
• “Wall of Buyers” Discussion
• “Penny Fighting” Discussion
• “Cliff Dive” Pattern

READ SEC FILLINGS:
After studying the SEC Filings DVD, students should be able to :

1) Locate stock’s SEC Filings 
2) Identify key information on 10-K, 10-Q & 8-K filings
3) Define key accounting concepts found in financial statements
4) Research & Identify potential red flags/frauds in SEC filings

https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/supernova-lessons/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/small-account-secrets/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/learn-level-2/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/read-sec-filings/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/read_sec_filings_1/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/lesson-2/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/lesson-3/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/lessons/lesson-4/
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Topics covered in the courses:

• SEC Filings Basics
• Pinksheets Filings 
• Stock Options/Purchases (Forms 3, 4 & 5)
• Form 8-K
• Other Forms (SC13D/G)
• Forms 10-K & 10-Q 
• Accounting Rules/Concepts Discussion
• Notes To Financial Statements
• Identifying Potential Fraud/Red Flags
• Advanced Accounting Concepts
• Researching Filings - 5 Examples (Tim Sykes)

TIM LINE:
TIMline is a 14+ hour DVD of the 5th annual PennyStocking conference from October 
2012. 

Over a dozen expert traders share their insights, and Tim unveils his TIMline, a 
chronological guide to profiting from the stock market, broken down by hour so students 
finally have a step-by-step guide on how he expects stocks to move, both up and down, 
throughout the course of the trading day.

TIM RAW:
This 12-hour course provides an introduction to Tim’s Pennystocking strategies and some 
basic tips about trading.

TIM TACTICS
43 Trading Tactics Taught Over 8 Hours:
 
-Identify/Research promoted & hyped stocks-
-Track key promoters/traders in CURRENT market environment-
-Recognize the optimal times of day to trade-
-Identify/explain seasonal events creating profit opportunities-

Tim Line:https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/tim-line/
https://alerts.timothysykes.com/courses/tim-raw/
https://profit.ly/dvd/watch/11/1
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NEW RULES OF PENNY STOCKING 
Identify characteristics of ideal setups to trade-
-Understand the main risks when entering a trade-
-Identify and answer five main questions before entering a trade-
-Utilize key research tools/websites-

https://profit.ly/dvd/watch/8/1

